Abstract. Doubly-fed induction generator is a multivariable, strong-coupling, nonlinear controlled object. The paper makes a comparative study on two decoupling control methods based on vector control and Internal Model Control theory for decoupling voltages of DFIG. Theoretical analysis and simulation results show that the designed controllers based on IMC principle have better performance than of vector control.
Introduction
Doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG) structure is simple, solid and reliable, which is the core part of wind power generation system. The running status of the control system, on the wind of the whole system performance, efficiency and output power quality has important influence. But the doubly-fed generator is a multivariable, nonlinear and strong coupling control object. As is known to all, under the three-phase static coordinate system, there are some parameters in the mathematical model of doubly-fed generator changes over on the rotor Angle and rotational speed, the dynamic mathematical model of doubly-fed generator complex, analysis and solve the difficulties. In order to get the ideal control performance, the key lies in the decoupling [1] . Traditional vector control is the use of coordinate transformation method, the equivalent for dc motor, induction motor has realized the motor excitation current component and torque component of decoupling, the decoupling method is a kind of more successful [2] . But still exist after the vector transformation M axis and T axis of cross coupling between electric potential, must be decoupled. In this paper, we will to decouple the doubly-fed generator cross coupling potential, to take on the basis of the traditional vector control feedback decoupling method and based on internal model decoupling method of two decoupling control strategy theory and the simulation contrast research. From the simulation of decoupling effect, internal model decoupling control scheme, make the output signals can be quickly and accurately track the input signal, its performance is superior to the feedback decoupling control scheme [3] . i . And generator excitation, the coupling effect between the torque current is, in fact, the actual current generator, in order to achieve better decoupling effect, given the current value should be actual values instead of using electricity, this is the feedback decoupling control method, the control structure is shown in Fig.1 . PI , as the core of the two control closed loop of the stator current component. Feedback decoupling control is based on stator current feedback without delay and cross coupling the quantity of estimates with actual value on the basis of perfectly. However, due to the filter and transformation of the stator current feedback is introduced into link delay, will cause the actual current and the deviation of calculated value; In addition, the deviation of the parameter estimates will also make the feedback decoupling control effect. So feedback decoupling control is sensitive to parameter variation, decoupling effect depends on the accurate mathematical model of controlled object, is unlikely to be completely decoupled.
Theoretical analysis
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Internal model decoupling control of cross coupling electric potential
In order to overcome the decoupling effect is dependent on the accurate mathematical model of the object, must seek some control strategy of model accuracy is not high, intelligent control method such as fuzzy control. But they are generally more complex, engineering implementation is difficult. Internal model control is developed the chemical process control practical very strong control method. Internal model control is not overly dependent on the mathematical model of controlled object, low accuracy of the model, the system tracking good regulation performance, strong robustness, can eliminate the interference of unpredictable; The designed controller structure is simple, clear direction, with single parameter online calculation convenient, easy to implement in engineering, is a kind of advanced control technology.
If you ignore unpredictable disturbance impact on system, commonly used internal model control system structure as shown in Fig.2, in the Fig () Gsas the controlled object, () Gs =− (5) In the actual design internal model controller, we usually add a low pass filter, by adjusting the structure and parameters to stabilizing system, which adopts of the controller, can make the control system has a certain robustness:
Internal model control design
In accordance with the doubly-fed generator mathematical model (3) to carry on the design internal model controller, there are: ()()() YsGsUs = (7) Parameters as follows:
It is can be obtained:
Internal model decoupling control method adopts control structures shown in figure 3 . Internal model decoupling actually compared with feedback decoupling, its decoupling of voltage on electric potential cross coupling calculation is based on the generator of a given current and feedback current deviation. It rejects the feedback decoupling only decouple until after generator coupled effects of defects, avoid the feedback decoupling voltage calculation, stator current delay on the calculation of decoupling voltage. Fig.3 The decoupling internal model control principle diagram.
Result and discussion
In the doubly-fed generator double PWM in variable frequency power supply and speed under the condition of known, the observer for vector control of doubly-fed generator under observation and identification. Based on Matlab simulation model is established, including:the data of doubly-fed generator power.
The following is based on the Matlab/Simulink simulation results. Figure 8 is active power reference value at t = 4 s from 800 w to 1200 w, while keeping the reference value of reactive power is constant, independent adjust the active power P simulation diagram. Figure 9 is the reactive power reference value at t = 4 s from 200 w to 0 w, at the same time, active power reference value under the condition of unchanged, independent adjust reactive power Q simulation diagram.
Can be seen from the above theoretical derivation and simulation results, the doubly-fed generator active power and reactive power adjustment process is independent of each other. In power decoupling and internal model controller design, can maintain traceability of flux and the parameters of the good, the active power and reactive power decoupling, fully improve the accuracy and robustness of the control system.
